RSNA 2016 Poster

- Dr. Siegelman will be assembling the poster this weekend, and thanked all contributors for their submissions
- Meet-the-Expert QIBA Poster Sessions: BC volunteers are encouraged to sign up for these lunch-time sessions to interact with RSNA Meeting attendees and garner support for the field test at the QIBA Kiosk

BC Profile Vote to Release Update

- The deadline for voting responses at the BC level is Friday, October 28th
- The next step will be a vote to release at the Coordinating Committee level
- The Profile will then move into the Practical Confirmation phase for feasibility testing
- Dr. Jarecha and Mr. Tervé are in the process of completing the manufacturers’ checklist
  - Leadership would like a completed checklist to be available for RSNA 2016
- BC leadership plans to incorporate a sign-up mechanism for feasibility testing in the poster for the QIBA Kiosk at RSNA 2016
- A QR code will be added to the poster, which will link to additional information
- The group plans to promote the Profile document at RSNA 2016

QIDW Update

- Platform migration to the new Girder platform is now complete
- Some minor firewall issues are creating challenges with password resets
- Once this problem has been resolved, RSNA Staff will contact Dr. Robins to upload his data

Action Items

- Poster for RSNA 2016 is due Monday, October 31st in print – ready PowerPoint format
- Dr. Jarecha and Mr. Tervé working on feasibility checklists for each ‘actor’ within the Profile

Next Call: Monday, November 14th at 11 am CT | Next steps | Profile release plans

*There will be no BC calls on Monday, October 31st (poster submission) or Monday, November 7th (CT Coordinating Committee)